Do you know about:

- the **fast new search** in CX Sales and B2B Service?
- the **single page access** to your data and tasks?

**You can do more with Workspace!**

- **Speed up your searches** and easily refine your search results
- **Complete your work on a single page** with minimal clicks
- **Search for a sale or service object** and also see related objects
- **Use saved searches** defined for your role or personalize your searches

**Administrators**
can enable workspace and global search and manage saved searches in the setup and maintenance work area. For all this and more, see the **Workspace** chapter of the Implementing Sales guide.

**Users**
can access their data fast and take the actions they need without navigating to different pages. For all that you can do, see the **Workspace** chapter of the Using Sales guide.

**Tremendous benefits:**
- Boost operational efficiency with streamlined workflow
- Easily find and maintain high quality data
- Accelerate productivity by saving user’s time
- Drive success with fast access to relevant information

**Try it and let us know what you think:**
Cloud Customer Connect for Sales

**ALSO IN THIS KIT:**
- Video
- Best Practices for Deploying Workspace
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